
Global Awards for Social Justice and Citizen Action.

REX Karmaveer 
Global Youth Fellowship

Rex Karmaveer Global Youth Fellowship and Karmaveer Chakra Awards (RKGYF) is
a community of Students from classes XI to Post Graduate within the larger Rex
Karmaveer Global Fellowship (RKGF) and The(miLLLss)The moJOsh Learning to learn
Success Summit is a Learning program as part of this coveted fellowship for the youth of
the country.

 
 This is Empowered by the Karmaveer Chakra awards instituted by iCONGO in partnership

with the UN.
 
 

The biggest gift and award of the Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship is the life, leadership and learning2learn lessons through our
stories of real life heroes that we share for greater self-awareness, self-discovery, transformation and social consciousness, to inspire
solid character and unleash our unlimited heroic potential with Mentors in Residence from across the Globe. The MIR’s who shall help
students learn through their personal journey coupled with moJOsh Learning concepts and ideas that have been tested and tried with
CEO’s and CXO’s of Fortune Five hundred companies and Entrepreneurs to shift mind set and harness the innate and unlimited
potential with in with real life learning and stories and scalable as well as time tested models.

The One-day face to face learning workshop with International Mindset Coach, Author, orator and moJOSHInspirator Jeroninio Jerry Almeida
along with online learning program of 150 hours by 100 plus Mentors in Residence from around the world.
Learn best practices of Entrepreneur mindset and practical nuggets from MENTORS IN RESIDENCE on hundreds of time tested models and
topics.
The students become legible to be nominated for our globally coveted Prime Fellowship Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship and Chakra
Awards that has been felicitating Champions of Change for 2 decades. 
Participation in COOL CRUCIAL CONVERSATION series of #UthREXPerience in LIVE session that will be broadcast worldwide. 
Be part of a unique Fellowship and the opportunity to be upgraded to the Prime Fellowship Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship and Chakra
Awards that has been felicitating Champions of Change for 2 decades in the near future.

Be part of a unique fellowship as our esteemed Youth Fellow.
This is one of its first kinds of Fellowship and awards and REXperience that applauds and recognises students that walk the untrodden path
and inspire the world through their work of Passion and heart.
An opportunity  for students to SHARE their unique story, idea or model of  passion with the world as best practices and help in  learning,
replicating or networking with likeminded young people and create bigger  impact and energy across India and Globe. 
 Learn Entrepreneurial mind set and practices along with uniquelife skills, volunteering and social impact ideas from across India and globe.

Learn unique and most essential life, leadership and learning2learn skills along with Entrepreneurmind set as well ideas for action to create
your own niche brand while learning and sharing.
Be recognised as a RKGYF with the Karmaveer Chakra White Medal for miLLLss and then graduating to BLUE medal for RKGYF with LIVE
workshop and REXperience.
150 Hours of Learning sessions  that is uploaded on teacheables platform as a learning program and also have lifelong access to the
coveted Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship network, which offers great life, leadership and learning2learn lessons from some of the best
mentors-in-residence and Champions of change.

Features:

Advantages: 

Benefits: 

 
For governance related queries Contact:

Major Bakhtawar Brar (Veteran): bakhtawar.brar@gmail.com
Jeronino Almeida: jeroninio@icogno.in 

For Collaborations Contact :
 Eitu Vij Chopra: eitu@icogno.in

 

Learning charges: 7,500/- only. 

www.rexideas.com

Mission: To inspire the youth to pursue their dreams, and transform their passion
into their vision and mission, strategic goals and action plan of life.
Vision: To create a society of Missionary PassioPreneurs who are effective
entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs who create value by practising human values
through a positive contribution to oneself, family, organisation, society, country, and
the world. 

Rex Karmaveer Global Youth Fellowship and Rex Karmaveer Chakra (which is a one day live program where students will receive Blue
medal along with Citation in person) and this is preceded by miLLLss online  learning program with virtual white medal and citation
after students have complete the prescribed online learning sessions and submitted their learnings. 

The Rex Karmaveer Global Youth fellowship and miLLLss program is a curated learning event and
the Karmaveer Chakra (KVC) award is given TO Champions of Change as we call them or the students
who have shown the world that when they choose an untrodden path they not only learn to be happy
and make passion their profession but also create inspiration and a better and humane 

miLLLss is an online programme to prepare our youth for their journey of life, with mentoring from youth
mentors and mentors-in-residence – people who have created their personal brands, by pursuing their
passion and living their dreams as Influencers on Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, etc –
magicians, entertainers, restaurateurs, authors, artists, musicians, models, fashion designers, sculptors,
architects, human-rights lawyers, animators, gamers, entrepreneurs, historians, design-thinkers,
teachers, psychologists, sommeleirs, green/ecology workers, travel industry enthusiasts, food bloggers,
chefs, sustainable- growth workers, policewomen, coders, bartenders, climate-change activists, ethical
hackers, volunteers, vloggers, actors, digital marketers, dancers, poets, community builders,
sportspersons, graphic designers, photographers, content creators, radio/disc jockey, instructors, fitness
trainers, web/app developers, bloggers and others.

world. And that is why The Karmaveer Chakra award and honour is not just a prize, recognition or medal, but an entrustment and trusteeship to
follow the guiding principles and values of humanity by shouldering more responsibility to discover more, learn more, grow more, do more, be
more, change more and contribute more and also to enable the students to find the Hero in them and unleash their unlimited heroic potential not
just for their own good but for the greater good of the society and the world..

Rex Karmaveer Global Youth Fellowship and Karmaveer Chakra Awards (RKGYF)

The need of the hour: There are no jobs out there. We have to ensure that our 
youth do not go astray or feel defeated and cheated due to lack of opportunities. The 
country and the world could compromise the energy, enthusiasm, and enterprise of
 the vibrant and vigorous young adults. We have to ensure that our youth do not go
 astray or feel defeated and cheated. Together we all must work to ensure that our youth truly becomes a demographic dividend and not a tax or a
scourge. It’s a ticking time bomb and we need to awaken and acknowledge reality.

www.instagram.com/rexideasforaction

www.facebook.com/rexideas

+91 96500 73293
+91 82850 00262

www.linkedin.com/in/rex-ideas-for-action-rkgf

@rexideasforact1


